Tenth Session, Commencing at 7.30 p.m.

AUSTRALIAN BANKNOTES
PRIVATE BANK ISSUES
2903*
Bank of New South Wales, certificate on vellum for one
share of Bank Capital Stock, one hundred pounds sterling
'Sarah Redfern' '1st day of January 1824' No 178 Entd. Jas
C. Phelps, John Piper President, W. Walker, James Norton
Directors. On back Received thirty pounds Sterling to the
account of ...share, AK. Mackenzie Cashier. Very fine and
extremely rare.
$4,000

2904*
Bank of New South Wales, certificate on vellum for one
share of Bank Capital Stock, one hundred pounds sterling.
"Samuel Terry" 31 May 1832, No 132, signed Richard Jones
President, Pde. ..., John B Bettington Directors, entered J.H.
Potts, crossed received in full 4th July 1838, transferred on
back to Mr John Malcolm, signed by executors including
Rosetta Terry, Bank Transfer 12th May 1838 J.H.Black.
Printed by Wm Moffit (no imprint). Good very fine and
rare.
$1,200

2902*
Bill of Exchange,G. Blaxcell, handwritten, Sydney, March
20th 1812, two hundred and fifty pounds, payable to Captain
Joseph James, on or before 24th June 1812. Accompanied
by a printed form of a notice of protest printed by George
Howe, Sydney, 1813, signed by Ellis Bent, Judge Advocate
of the Territory of New South Wales, showing that Blaxcell
had not paid by 16th August 1813. Stained on right hand
side, good fine and extremely rare. (2)
$2,500
2905*
Bank of Australia, share certificate for one hundred pounds
sterg., No 2037, issued to Thomas de la Condamine 1st July
1833, imprint S. Clayton Sct. printed in black ink on vellum
by W. M. Moffitt. Good very fine and very rare.
$4,000
This bank was established by John Macarthur in 1826 with William Henry
Mackenzie as cashier after an exclusive subscription of 1000 £100 shares. In
early years it was an aggressive competitor to the Bank of N.S.W. However,
the bank failed during the banking crisis in 1843 because of heavy overlending. (See MVR pp64-5.)
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2909*
South Australian Banking Company, Wallaroo, early black
and white printed cheque form, unissued 186 (ca.1860-67),
"Incorporated by Royal Charter". Nearly very fine and
rare.
$180
The Bank received a Royal Charter in 1847. When a new charter was received
in 1867, the name was officially changed to Bank of South Australia.

2906*
Commercial Banking Company of Sydney, certificate on
paper for one share of Bank Capital Stock, one hundred
pounds sterling. "John Malcolm" 11th April 1835 No 645,
signed by Directors William Macpherson, Thomas Marsden,
R. Merry, et al., imprint W. Moffit Sc. Toned nearly extremely
fine and rare.
$2,500

2910*
The Colonial Bank of Australasia, Melbourne, one pound,
dated 2nd January 1866 (date fully printed), issued note
No. 443966, signed, on paper, no watermark, imprint of
'Sands & McDougall Stationers Melbourne', vignette on
left and right of gold miner, and round portrait of Queen
Victoria upper left and lower right, in centre, Royal Arms, a
mining and pastoral scene, value tablets as round ornamental
with 1 on upper right and another lower left, and ONE in
rectangular tablet lower left, large denomination figures at
top flanking the central vignette, inside the figures are an
emu on left and kangaroo on right, all within rectangular
border, states below, 'Promise to pay the Bearer on Demand
at Melbourne the sum of ONE POUND Stg. Value received,
by order of the Board', black on white (Vort-Ronald, type
two (a), comments on bank and type p.128-132). Slightly
uneven edges, back half of note with some soiling, 2 mm.
tear left hand side base of note, otherwise very fine and
extremely rare.
$20,000

2907*
Tamar Bank, Launceston, Bank Share for fifty pounds, dated
First September 1835 (183 printed) No.168, printed on
vellum, was issued to William Field, signed by Bank Directors
Philip Oakden and Lewis Gilles. An extremely rare example
of this early bank, as no banknotes are known to have
survived. Two folds, extremely fine and extremely rare.
$2,000
The Tamar Bank opened for business on January 1st 1835 and ceased
operation on 30th April 1838, when it was absorbed by the Union Bank of
Australia, re-opening the next day as the first branch of this newly formed
bank. Lewis Gilles remained as manager of the Union Bank branch. The
Union Bank merged with the Bank of Australasia in 1951 to form the A.N.Z.
Bank Ltd. A further merger with the E.S.& A. in 1970 resulted in the ANZ
Banking Group Ltd.

2908
Van Diemens Land, Derwent Bank, cheque issued at Great
Swan Port 2nd May 1840 (183 printed) to John Green Esq.
for £10/9/9 signed Gov.Meredith printed form "sold by a
bent". Good fine.
$50

The Colonial Bank of Australasia Limited (1856-1918) used a local producer
for this note. The type was evocative of the era and lacked the British
professionalism of notes from London printers and engravers. The bank in
its prospectus emphasised the colonial intentions, which it reflected by the
use of colonial and local scenes and symbols fitting into the total space a
wide range of vignettes and devices to make this local note a very attractive
and artistic example of the gold mining period.

Ex W. J. D. Mira Collection.
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2913*
Bukulla Vineyards, no value printed, four pounds written,
June 13 1870 full note on watermarked paper W. King,
imprint S.T. Leigh & Co Sydney, crossed diagonally to cancel
marked paid July 9/70 and CBC Inverell ink rubber stamped
on front (MVR type 3). Very fine and rare thus.
$1,200
Ex W. J. D. Mira Collection.

2914
New South Wales, Funded Stock, Certificate of Allotment
No. 81 to Andrew Loder £33 paid, for four per cent,
20th February 1875, William Forster Colonial Treasurer,
watermarked form “New South Wales/ Government
Debenture/1859”. Good very fine and rare.
$200

2911*
Whaling, Advance Note, Hobart Town, May 24 1867, ship
“Planter”, five pounds payable to Richard Groves, signed
John Anbroon, Commander; drawn on mr Francis Anderson,
No. 15 Macquarie St, Hobart Town, green threepence stamp
affixed to front, crossed with Payable at 15 Macquarie Street
Hobart town Frcs Anderson; back endorsed with signature
of Richard H. Groves. Vertical folds otherwise very fine
and rare.
$1,000

2915
The Provincial and Suburban Bank Limited, five pounds,
Melbourne 18 - No. 03636 (MVR. type 2a). Extensive tape
to repair two joined holes, poor.
$100

Ex Tasmanian Collection, Noble Numismatics Sale 65 (lot 3260). The
"Planter" was a 231 ton barque, built at Grimsby, England. It is noted as
being registered at Hobart Town in 1867, sailing from this port as a whaler
and trader under Captain Anderson until it was wrecked off Babel Island in
1877. Advance notes were given to the whaler's spouse and were a form of
income while her man was at sea.

2912*
Bukulla Vineyards, one pound, hand adjusted to £6.10.0 Sept
6 1870, No 212 (MVR type 1c) with adhesive duty stamp
on front top left, crossed and with CBC Inverell ink rubber
stamp. Torn in centre, otherwise fine.
$850
Ex W. J. D. Mira Collection.

2916*
Fifty pounds, Cerutty/Collins (1918) Y 4477048 (R. 67 c).
Nearly very fine and rare, an important type note.
$80,000

Lot 2913
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2917*
One hundred pounds, Cerutty/Collins (1924) 146885 Z (R.69a). Top right corner repair, flattened, with good colour, very
fine and very rare, an important type note.
$150,000
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2918*
One thousand pounds, Kell/Collins (1924) 2 A 583383 (R. 70b). Cancelled by the Commonwealth Bank in the 1930's to
present as a specimen. Four large cancellation holes and perforated cancelled twice, otherwise very fine and probably unique
in private hands, of the utmost importance and the ultimate Australian banknote for any collector.
$250,000
This note is the only one of its type ever to have been sold at auction. It was first offered for sale in July 1998 by a reputable European vendor as lot 4877
in Noble Numismatics’ Sale 58, when it realised $86,000. In November 1998 the note, together with a number of other Australian specimen notes from the
same source, were seized by the Federal Police, acting on information from the Reserve Bank of Australia who claimed ownership of the notes. The bank’s
claim was disputed, and proceedings were commenced in the Supreme Court of New South Wales for return of the notes. The proceedings were subsequently
settled by deed of settlement, which stated ‘the Reserve Bank has relinquished its claim in respect of certain bank notes... and makes no claim to title in respect
of those notes’. The notes were then returned by the Federal Police.
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2921*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) AGA 999999/1000000
(R. 71) consecutive pair, solid number note and seven digit
one million note. Crisp originals top left corner fold on
second, slight bend diagonally, otherwise nearly uncirculated
and very rare as such (2)
$10,000

2919*
Ten shillings, one, five and ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson
(1960 - 1) set of last serial prefix notes AH/69 999983 (R.
17); HK/68 359983 (R. 34b); TD/10 999983 (R. 50); WA/62
089983 (R. 63), a matched number set of last serial prefixes
as released in 25th anniversary sets. Uncirculated and rare
as such. (4)
$6,000

2922*
One to one hundred dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) to
Macfarlane/Evans (2001), a collection of first and last
prefixes for each denomination, neatly arranged in a red
lighthouse album with slip case, AAA dollar, FAA two
dollars, NAA five dollars, SAA ten dollars and XAA
twenty dollars all crisp with trace of centrefolds, YAA fifty
dollars and ZAA on hundred dollars flat uncirculated as is
polymer five dollars AB 19 last prefix. Nearly uncirculated
- uncirculated and rare as such. (20)
$5,000

The Final One Pound Banknote Issued into Circulation

2920*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/65 1000000 (R. 34
b) the last one pound banknote issued for circulation and
a very rare one million number note. Rust pin-holes on left
centre margin, otherwise good fine and unique, of significant
historical interest.
$15,000
2923*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1985) UGY 000001 (R.309)
a very rare serial number one note. Uncirculated.
$1,600

Lot 2921
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2924*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) EZP/EZY 000001
uncut horizontal pair pair (R. 412) (McD U2), a presentation
pair by C. I. Higgins Secretary to the Treasury to Patricia
Hutchison and grandchild, with signed certificate dated
December 1989. Uncirculated and extremely rare.
$3,000

2925*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) ACA 00001 (R. 415),
a very rare serial number one note. Uncirculated.
$1,800

2926
Fifty dollars, Fraser/ Evans (1993) WUZ 000001 (R. 515),
a very rare serial number one note. Uncirculated.
$1,800

Lot 2927 part
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2927*
One, two, five, ten, twenty and fifty dollars, Phillips/Wheeler (1974) type three specimen set of six notes, all first serial prefix
with zeros, the first five numbered No. 0162, the fifty No. 0162, the fifty No. 0171 (McD DS 16 - 21). The first five affected
by rust from a paper clip at top, the fifty dollars rust mark in top centre resulting in a pin-hole, otherwise nearly uncirculated
- uncirculated and extremely rare. (6)
$100,000
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A Complete Set of Polymer Specimen Banknotes

The following six lots were presented to Dr Patricia Lahy AM,
by The Reserve Bank of Australia.
Dr Lahy was born in 1928. She attended North Sydney Girls’
High School and the Sydney Teachers College. After some
years teaching in secondary schools and teachers colleges,
she enrolled as a student at the University of Sydney, where
she graduated in 1963 with honours in psychology. She
subsequently joined the staff of the University as a Tutor in
Psychology, and rose to the rank of Senior Lecturer. In 1975
she was awarded a doctorate by Queen’s University, Belfast,
for research on pattern recognition. In 1979 she was elected
dean of the Faculty of Arts at the University of Sydney, and
her career shifted into senior administration. Lahy served
on numerous boards and committees, and in 1989 became
a member of the first board of governors at the University
of Western Sydney.
During her period in administration, Dr Lahy maintained an
active interest in her discipline, and in particular an interest in
pattern recognition, and this led her to serve for many years
on the Reserve Bank committee for the design of new bank
notes. It was in recognition of her service on this committee
that she was presented with the specimen notes included in
this sale. Dr. Lahy died in 2004.

2929*
Five dollars, Fraser/Cole (1992) specimen No 0063, AA 00
000 000 (McD DS 30). In folder of issue, uncirculated and
extremely rare.
$40,000

2930*
Ten dollars, Fraser/Evans (1993) specimen No. 0063 AA
93 000 000 (McD. DS 31). In folder of issue, uncirculated
and extremely rare.
$40,000

2928*
Ten dollars, Johnston/Fraser (1988) specimen No. 0078, AA
00 000000 (McD DS 29). In folder of issue, uncirculated
and very rare.
$20,000
This and the following five lots were all presented to Dr. Patricia Lahy AM
and are accompanied by the Reserve Bank letter of presentation.
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2933*
One hundred dollars, Fraser/Evans (1996) specimen No
0063, AA 96 000 000 (McD. DS 34). In folder of issue,
uncirculated and extremely rare.
$45,000

2931*
Twenty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1994) specimen No 0063, AA
94 000 000 (McDDS32). In folder of issue, uncirculated and
extremely rare.
$50,000

COMMONWEALTH ISSUES - PRE DECIMAL

2934*
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) N 782762 A (R.3b).
Good colour and body, good extremely fine and very rare
in this condition, one of the finest known.
$15,000

2932*
Fifty dollars, Fraser/Evans (1985) specimen No 0063, AA
95 000 000 (McD. DS 33). In folder of issue, uncirculated
and extremely rare.
$40,000
2935*
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) N 762543 L (R. 3b).
Two pin holes, frail edges and limp, otherwise good fine.
$4,000
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2936*
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) N 171475 T (R.3). Top
left corner tip removed, flattened, otherwise nearly fine.
$2,000

2943*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/7 266389 (R.7).
Vertical folds, otherwise extremely fine or better and rare
thus.
$4,000

2937*
Ten shillings, Cerutty/Collins (1918) M 340805 Q (R. 3 b).
Very good.
$900

2944*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/30 175387 (R.
7). Good very fine.
$1,500

2938
Ten shillings, Miller/Collins (1923) A/14 458653 (R. 4).
Very good.
$300
2939
Ten shillings, Miller/Collins (1923) A/22 498045 (R.4).
Many folds, creases and toning, heavy centrefold with 3
mm. tear at top, very good and rare.
$200
2945*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/70 343454
(R.7). Nick repairs on bottom edge, paper toned but crisp,
otherwise very fine.
$1,200
2946
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/76 704518
(R.7). Flattened and cleaned, otherwise good colour, nearly
very fine.
$1,000
2940*
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926) A/32 464675 (R. 5). Nearly
very fine.
$2,500
2941
Ten shillings, Kell/Collins (1926) A/32 251408 (R. 5).
Minute pin holes, otherwise good.
$200
2942
Ten shillings, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) A/47 586102 (R. 6).
Tear of 2 cm. top left otherwise nearly fine and rare.
$400

2947*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/27 879997
(R.7). Nearly very fine.
$750
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2948*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) B/4 846381 (R.7).
Two edge nick repairs, flattened and toned paper, otherwise
nearly very fine.
$750

2956*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/50 863245 (R. 10).
Good very fine.
$2,500

2949
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/60 939540
(R.7). Nearly very fine.
$500
2950
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaew (1928) A/71 488891
(R.7). Fine.
$200
2951
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/78 104467
(R.7). Limp, nearly fine.
$200

2957*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/47 804370 (R.10).
Very fine / nearly very fine.
$750

2952
Ten shillings, Riddle/Heathershaw (1928) A/54 305001
(R.7).Verna/20.6.28 written in ink on back, two large rust
holes, other pin holes otherwise very good.
$50
2953
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) B/43 300794 (R8b),
thin signature. Fair.
$120
2954
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) C/18 741582 (R. 9).
Good.
$600

2958*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/55 646982 (R. 10).
Nearly very fine.
$750
2959
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/55 714124 (R. 10).
Cleaned and flattened, otherwise good fine.
$500
2960
Ten shillings, Riddle/ Sheehan (1934) C/43 048505 (R. 10).
Very good.
$120

2955*
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/61 073009 (R. 10).
Top corner stains, otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare
in this condition.
$3,000

2961
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) C/34 170992 (R. 10).
Frayed edges from heavy vertical folds, good.
$80
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2968
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/15712309
(R. 12). Flattened of centrefold and top right corner fold,
otherwise crisp extremely fine.
$500
2969
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/9 114117; others
E/12, 48, 674, 92 (R. 12). The first faded colour, otherwise
very good - nearly very fine. (5)
$750
2970
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/1 831687 (R.
12). Flattened of folds, otherwise very fine.
$200

2962
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/3 0328800 (R. 11).
Flattened of vertical folds, otherwise good extremely fine.
$2,500

2971
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/5 962736 (R.12).
Extremely fine.
$120

2963
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/O 047605 (R. 11),
first serial prefix. Fine.
$450

2972
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/Wilson
(1952) (R. 12 - 15). Nearly very fine - good very fine. (4)
$320

2964
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) D/66 118392 (R. 11).
Very good.
$180

2973
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/Wilson
(1961) (R. 12, 13 (3), 14, 15, 16, 17 (two pairs). Good very
fine - nearly uncirculated. (110
$600

2965
Ten shillings, Riddle/Sheehan (1936) to Coombs/Wilson
(1961) (R.11, 12, 13 (2), 14, 17). Very good - very fine.
(6)
$100

2974
Ten shillings, Armitage/ McFarlane (1942) F/38 536263
(R.13). Nearly uncirculated.
$400
2975
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/40 430797
(R.13). Minor creases, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$300
2976
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/76 771322
(R.13). Minor crease, else extremely fine.
$300
2977
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/38; G/34, 74,
84 (R. 13). Very good - good very fine (right edge tear). (4)
$100
2978
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) F/71 824258
(R.13); Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/O 390901 (R.15), (1960)
AH/60 639904 (R.17). Very fine; flattened good extremely
fine; nearly uncirculated. (3)
$160

2966*
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) E/23 514425/8
(R.12), a run of four consecutive notes. The first with staple
hole, folds, otherwise extremely fine or better. (4)
$3,200

2979
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) G/85, 87; A/67 (R.14);
Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/88; B/16 (R. 15). Very good
- fine. (5)
$80

2967
Ten shillings, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) F/14 920933
(R.12); Armitage/McFarle (1942) G/74 530012 (R. 13)
Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/47 022426 (R. 15). Extremely
fine - good extremely fine. (3)
$800

2980
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) A/46 (R.14); Coombs/
Wilson (1952) B/O, B/45 (R.15). Fine. (3)
$80
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2981
Ten shillings, Coombs/ Wilson (1954) AD/63 259078 (R.16).
Uncirculated.
$100

2986
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954, 1960) (R. 167 (2) ; (R.
17) (8). Very good - very fine. (10)
$200
2987
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1960) AH/02 556580/1 (R.
17), consecutive pair. Uncirculated. (2)
$300
2988
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/39 222586/7
(R.17), consecutive pair. Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$400
2989
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/65 976427 (R.
17), last serial prefix. Uncirculated.
$300
2990
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AH/63 162453 (R.17).
Extremely fine.
$100

2982*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/88 504471/6
(R.16) six consecutive notes. Nearly uncirculated. (6)
$1,500

2991*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AF/20 835057;
AH/65971345 (R. 17) first and last prefix. Very good; good
very fine. (2)
$350
2992
Ten shillings, one and five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane
(1941 - 2) (R.13, 30a, 46). Very fine; good very fine; very
good. (3)
$270
part

2993
Ten shillings, one and five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane
(1942) (R.13, 30a, 46). Very fine. (3)
$100

2983*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/00 543343, two
other AC/00 (R. 16) first serial prefix; AF/19 214984 (R.16)
last serial prefix. Very fine; good; very good; good extremely
fine. (4)
$500

2994
Ten shillings to ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941 - 3)
(R. 13, 14 (2), 15 (3), 30 a, 31 (2), 32 (5), 46, 48, 59). Very
good - very fine. (17)
$350

2984
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954, 1961). AC/65 (R.16)
AH/53 171501/2 (R. 17), consecutive pair. Good very fine.
(3)
$100

2995
Ten shillings: Armitage McFarlane (1942) F/36 662466
(R.13); Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/92 330603 (R.15); (1961)
AF/72 863479, AG/91 176301, AG/96 834384 (R.17);
one pound: Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) P/59 120496, P/74
574215 (R.29); Armitage/McFarlane (1942) K/68 725123
(R.30b); Coombs/Wilson (1961) HG/09 863809, HG
525202 (R.34a,b). Very good - nearly extremely fine. (10)
$110

2985
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/33 333680 (R16)
AF/32 180288; AH/54 947051 (R. 17). Good very fine
- extremely fine. (3)
$120
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2996
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) to one hundred
dollars, Fraser/Higgins (1990) plus polymer notes, five
dollars (1992) to twenty dollars (2005), housed in white
plastic binder album with Hagner pages interleaved with
owners printed descriptions. Fair - uncirculated. (105)
$1,000

3007
Ten shillings, one , five and ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson
(1954 - 61 (R.17, 34 b, 49, 63). The third limp others crisp
nearly uncirculated. (4)
$600
3008
Ten shillings, one pound, five and ten pounds, Coombs/
Wilson (1960) (R. 17, 34 b, 50, 63). Flattened, good fine
- good very fine. (4)
$120

2997
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) A/57 305433 (R. 14);
five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TD/03 905076 (R. 50).
Good very fine; extremely fine. (2)
$200

3009
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/95 994722 (R. 17);
ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/59 376310 (R. 63).
The second with vertical creases on right, otherwise crisp
nearly uncirculated. (2)
$450

2998
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) (R. 15) and one pound,
Armitage/McFarlane (1942) (R. 30 a). Very fine. (2)
$100
2999
Ten shillings, and one pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) (R.15,
32) (1961) (R. 17). Fine - extremely fine. (3)
$150
3000
Ten shillings, one and five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952)
(R.32, 48 (3)) (1953) R. 33) (2) (1961) (R. 17) (2) (R. 34
a); also one dollar, Phillips/Wheeler (1972) (R. 74) (3 singles
and trio). Good - extremely fine. (15)
$150
3001
Ten shillings and one pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953-4),
condition matched set, serials AD/82 241095; HE/63
253363. (R.17, 33). Flattened, virtually uncirculated. (2)
$150

3010*
One pound, Collins/Allen (1910) superscribed one pound on
The National Bank of Australasia Limited form Melbourne,
Z 450069, superscribed no. H 170932 (R. S50; N. type one
superscription). Some pin-holes, many folds and creases, dirt
or stain marks, otherwise very good and rare.
$8,000

3002
Ten shillings to five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1953 - 61)
(R.16, 17 (2), 33, 34a (2), 34 (4), 50). Very good - good
fine. (11)
$60

3011
One pound, Collins/Allen (1913) 040609E (R. 18 d). Central
perforations from centrefold, limp with extensive folds and
creases, flattened, otherwise good.
$300

3003
Ten shillings to ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1953 - 61)
(R.16, 17, 33 (2), 34b, 49 (3), 50 (2), 62), also Great Britain
one pound, J.B. Page, ten shillings, J. S. Forde; U.S.A., one
dollar 1963, 1977, two dollars 1976. Fair - very fine. (16)
$80
3004
Ten shillings, one pound and five pounds, Coombs/Wilson
(1960 - 1) (R. 17, 34 b, 50). Centrefolds otherwise crisp
nearly uncirculated. (3)
$200
3005
Ten shillings and one pound, Coombs/Wilson (1960) AG/95
222222 (R. 17) HH/84 222222, rare solid numbers. Very
good; good. (2)
$150
3006
Ten shillings to five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1953-61) (R 17
(3), 33 (4), 34 b, 49, 50). Very good - extremely fine. (10)
$150

3012*
One pound, Cerutty/ Collins (1918) D 694643 R (R. 21).
Stain or tone on back, limp otherwise good fine.
$2,000
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3018*
One pound, Miller/Collins (1923) H/47 224314 (R. 23 b).
Good fine.
$1,500

3013*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) D 194887 A (R. 21).
Flattened of heavy centrefold resulting in light tear into top
and bottom edges, otherwise very fine.
$1,000

3019
One pound, Miller/Collins (1923) H/18; H/56 (R. 23 b). Both
with right side edge tears otherwise very good. (2)
$300

3014
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) D 302076 A (R. 21).
Folds and creases, dirt smudge on back otherwise nearly
fine.
$450

3020*
One pound, Kell/Collins (1926) H/74 660607 (R. 24).
Nearly very fine.
$1,500

3015*
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) D 208214 J (R. 21).
Very good.
$750

3021
One pound, Kell/Collins (1926) H/61 468039 (R. 24). Top
edge repair, otherwise good fine.
$500

3016
One pound, Cerutty/Collins (1918) C 963207 H (R. 21),
also New Zealand, Flemming one pound (P. 159 d Hardie
one dollar Y 92 star note (P. 163 d). The first has top
edge frayed or burnt away, otherwise very good, others
uncirculated. (3)
$100

3022
One pound, Kell/Collins (1926) H/69 287184 (R. 24).
Missing corner, lower right repaired, fair.
$100

3017*
One pound, Miller/Collins (1923) H/15 482793 (R.23a) with
imprint. Toned and limp paper, guillotined low, flattened,
otherwise very fine and rare in this condition.
$400

3023*
One pound, Kell/Heathershaw (1927) H/85 343623 (R.
25). Good fine.
$800
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3028*
One pound, Riddle/ Heathershaw (1927) K/41 635019
(R.2b). Good very fine.
$500

3024*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/14 022790 (R.26).
Nearly uncirculated.
$2,000

3029
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/85 851281 (R.26).
Good very fine.
$400
3030
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/16 032781
(R.26). Flattened, otherwise good very fine.
$320

3025*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/3 309466 (R.26).
Flattened, otherwise extremely fine.
$1,200

3031
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/33 728767;
831257 (R. 26). Good very fine. (2)
$700
3032
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/47 158227;
972679 (R. 26). Crisp good very fine. (2)
$700

3026*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/11 597382 (R.26).
Nearly extremely fine.
$650

3033*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/27 993339
(R.26). Very fine / nearly very fine.
$500
3034
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/42 045663;
318049; 969079 (R. 26). Two with minor edge stains,
otherwise nearly very fine - crisp good fine. (3)
$900

3027
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/61 956028
(R.26). Crisp original, nearly extremely fine.
$500
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3046
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/20 838923
(R.26), Armitage/McFarlane (1942) K/42 295671 (R.30a).
Tear of 4 mm. in top border, very good - good fine. (2)
$200

3035*
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/90 745980 (R.26).
Flattened and cleaned, otherwise bright white very fine.
$500
3036
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/41 019529
(R.26). Flattened of folds, trimmed, otherwise nearly very
fine.
$300

3047*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/73 605489 (R. 27a)
thick signature. Good fine.
$900

3037
One pound, Riddle/ Heathershaw (1927) J/20 81932 (R. 26).
Worm hole at bottom edge, flattened, very fine.
$300

3048
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/80 828431 (R. 27a)
thick signature. Black ink smudges and heavy centrefold
showing on back, otherwise nearly very fine/ good fine.
$700

3038
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/7 297275; J/26
016555 (R.26). Fine; nearly very fine. (2)
$400

3049
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/80 994443 (R. 27a)
thick signature. Folds and creases, otherwise good fine.
$600

3039
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/80 855495 (R.26).
Good fine.
$300

3050
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/80 975711 (R. 27 a),
thick signature. Large hole under portrait otherwise nearly
fine.
$100

3040
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/3 344864 (R.26).
Good fine.
$200
3041
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/40 628861;
J/53081447 (R.26). Fine; very good. (2)
$150
3042
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) J/79, J/80, K/0
prefixes (R. 26). Nearly fine, fine, rust tone, very good. (3)
$300
3043
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/32 364260,
675765; K/33 726247; K/34 824156 (R. 26). Nearly fine
- very fine. (4)
$600
3044
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/40 873275;
K/58911311; K/68205936; K/71 709813, 848409 (R.26).
Very good - nearly very fine. (5)
$600

3051*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/89 183121/4 (R. 27
b), thin signature, four consecutive notes. Extremely fine or
better, a rare and spectacular run. (4)
$16,000

3045
One pound, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) K/15 437849; K/23
268532, 741619, 772693, 791543; K/25 560660 (R. 26).
Very good - nearly very fine. (6)
$800
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3059
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/20 203025 (R.28).
Nearly very fine.
$300
3060
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1993) N/39 790266 (R. 28).
Nearly very fine.
$270
3061
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/57 935140 (R.28).
Good fine.
$240

3052*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/96 489190 (R. 27
b), thin signature. Nearly uncirculated and rare in this
condition.
$4,500

3062
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/61 815288 (R.28).
Tear of 3 mm. on bottom border, otherwise nearly very
fine.

3053
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/97 295709 (R. 27 b),
thin signature. Flattened, otherwise good very fine.
$1,500

$170
3063
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/10, L/38, M/13, N/71
(R. 28). Very good - nearly fine. (4)
$240
3064
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/84 322224 (R.28).
Flattened of folds, otherwise very fine.
$100
3065
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) L/66 002503 (R. 28).
Limp, otherwise fine.
$100

3054*
One pound, Riddle/ Sheehan (1932) K/97 682399 (R. 27 b)
thin signature. Vertical folds otherwise very fine.
$750

3066
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/67 (R. 28) to Coombs/
Wilson (1961) (R. 29, 30 a, b, 31, 32, 33, 34 b). Very fine
- nearly uncirculated. (8)
$800

3055
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/86 102408 (R. 27 b),
thin signature. Good fine.
$450
3056
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/83 900267 (R. 27
b),thin signature. Vertical folds and foxing, otherwise good
fine.
$400

3067
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) N/28 986306 (R.28);
Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) 0/59 957466 (R.29). Good fine,
flattened good very fine. (2)
$350

3057
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) K/89 633638 (R. 27b)
thin signature. Creases and folds, otherwise fine.
$300

3068
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) to Coombs/Watt (1949)
(R. 28, 29 (2), 31). The first with edge tears, otherwise fine
- good very fine. (4)
$270
3069
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) to Coombs/Wilson
(1961) (R. 28 - 33, 34 b (2)). R. 32 crisp extremely fine,
others good - nearly extremely fine. (9)
$270
3070
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) to Coombs/Wilson
(1961) (R. 28, 29 (2), 30 a, 30 b (2), 34 b (2)). The first with
edge damage, very good - good extremely fine. (8)
$150

3058*
One pound, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) M/67 928971 (R. 28).
Crisp, nearly uncirculated.
$2,000
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3077
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), H/6 081378
(R.30a). Extremely fine.
$120
3078
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/25, H/46
(R.30a). Flattened otherwise extremely fine or better. (2)
$250
3079
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/67 562905
(R.30a); J/58 578993 (R.30b). Uncirculated - extremely
fine. (2)
$200

3071*
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) 0/55 276734 (R.29).
Flattened, otherwise good extremely fine.
$400
3072
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) P/22 881476 (R.29).
Good very fine.
$220
3073
One pound, Sheehan/McFarlane (1938) P/18 708926 (R.29).
Flattened with limp paper, otherwise good very fine.
$180
3074
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) J/34 993261
(R.30a). Lightly wavy, original crisp uncirculated.
$650

3080
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942), seventeen notes
H/26 (2), H/27, H/28, H/37, H/39, H/40, H/42 (2), H/43
(2), H/47, H/56, H/57, H/60, H/63, H/70 (P.30a); three notes
J/80, K/67, P/79 (P.30b). Fine - nearly very fine. (20)
$400

3081*
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) J/8 584740/2, three
consecutive notes (R.30b). Crisp full bodied, centrefolds,
nearly uncirculated. (3)
$1,000

3075*
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) J/62 063893/4
(R.30a) consecutive pair. Nearly uncirculated. (2)
$500

3082
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) K/4 (R. 30 b);
Coombs/Watt (1949) 1/34, 1/89, W/374 (R.31). Very fine
- extremely fine. (4)
$270
3083
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) various prefixes
(R. 30). Fair - fine. (36)
$500
3084
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) various prefixes
(R. 30). Fair - fine. (36)
$500

3076*
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) K/25 925854
(R.30b). Flattened, otherwise virtually uncirculated.
$360
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3085
One pound, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) H/0 952643,
(R.30a); Coombs/Wilson (1961) HJ/77 592593, (R.34b);
ten dollars, Coombs/Wison (1966), (R.301). Extremely fine
or better. (3)
$120
3086
One pound, Coombs/Watt (1949) 1/66; W/19, 57 (R. 31);
Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/84; X/5, 25, 32, 46 (R. 32). Very
good - nearly fine. (8)
$180
3087
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/92 006494 (R. 32).
Good very fine.
$70

3093*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/00 250480 (R. 33)
first serial prefix; (1961) HK/65 582198 (R. 34 b) last serial
prefix. Good fine; crisp nearly uncirculated. (2)
$1,800

3088
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/90, X/1, X/43
prefixes (R. 32). Nearly very fine - very fine. (3)
$80

3094
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HD/87 (R. 33); (1961)
HG/33 (R. 34 a) HK/47, HK/50 (R. 34b). Nearly very fine
- extremely fine. (4)
$100
3095
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HB/58; HC/11, 78;
HD/30, 53; HF/42 (R. 33); (1961) HF/74 (R. 34 a) HJ/18,
24, 63, 86, 93; HK/09, 13, 34, 40 (R. 34 b). Very good nearly very fine. (16)
$180
3096
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/44 331328 (R.34b).
Flat, virtually uncirculated.
$150
3097
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/13 945472/3,
consecutive pair (R.34b). Uncirculated. (2)
$300

3089*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HD/66 916883/6, 90 (R.
33) two consecutive pairs and a single. Nearly uncirculated.
(5)
$1,000
3090
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953), HF/00 170613/4,
consecutive pair (R.33). Uncirculated. (2)
$300
3091
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HE/02 081685 (R. 33).
Extremely fine.
$60
3092
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/12 237835 (R.33);
(1961) HJ/35 840358 (R.34b). Extremely fine. (2)
$150

3098*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HJ/15005715/9 (R.34b),
five consecutive notes. Nearly uncirculated. (5)
$750
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3099
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HJ/39770051; HK/44
267974/5; HK/46158938/9 (R. 34b), two consecutive pairs
and a single. Nearly uncirculated - uncirculated. (5)
$300
3100
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/64 204361 (R.34b).
Extremely fine.
$100
3101
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/16 107902-7
(R.34b) six consecutive notes. Extremely fine. (6)
$450

3106*
Five pounds, Cerutty/Collins (1918) U 377611 F (R. 37 b).
Trace of rust on lower edge, otherwise very fine and rare
thus.
$3,000

3102
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HJ/90; HK/07, 47, 51
(R. 34 b). Very fine - good very fine. (4)
$150
3103
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HK/40 527 856 (R.34b);
five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/27 108748 (R.
45); ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) SFB 033758 (R.
302). Uncirculated; dirty good fine; flattened and very fine.
(3)
$240

3107*
Five pounds, Kell/Collins (1924) Q/2 562402 (R. 38a) black
signatures. Nearly extremely fine and rare, especially in this
condition.
$15,000

3104
Five pounds, Collins/Allen (1914) V 863268 (R.36b)
contemporary copy. Severe centrefold resulting in perforation,
otherwise very good and interesting.
$300

3108*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/16 534193
(R.42). Some crispness, flattened centrefold, good very
fine.
$4,000

3105*
Five pounds, Collins/Allen (1914) 314750U (R.36c). Top
edge frail, many folds and creases, otherwise complete and
better than very good, rare thus.
$3,000

3109*
Five pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) Q/20 315258
(R.42). Tear of 1 cm. centre right edge, otherwise nearly
very fine.
$1,500
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3114*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/11 105833 (R. 44 b).
Flattened of folds otherwise extremely fine.
$8,000

3110*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) Q/27 550699 (R.43).
Natural note, good very fine with good body to paper.
$10,000

3115
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/19 194518 (R. 44 b).
Corner thin, otherwise very good.
$450

3111*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) Q/26 867169 (R. 43).
Flattened of vertical folds, otherwise very good, very fine
and rare.
$7,500

3116*
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/20 438814
(R.45). Nearly uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$6,000

3112*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1932) Q/28 757270 (R.43).
Cleaned, flattened of folds, otherwise very fine and rare.
$4,000

3117*
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/28 233277
(R.45). Nearly uncirculated.
$3,500
3118
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/31 593831
(R.45). Flattened and limp, otherwise good very fine/ very
fine.
$1,750

3113*
Five pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1933) R/7 435116 (R.44a)
pink face. Flattened but almost crisp extremely fine or better
and rare thus.
$12,000

Lot 3119
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3119*
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/25 515072
(R.45). Flattened of creases and folds, nearly very fine.
$1,200
3120
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) R/27 334869
(R.45). Thin to perforation in centre, flattened, otherwise
nearly very fine.
$450
3131*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/29 804312 (R. 48).
Nearly uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$1,500

3121
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/Wilson
(1960). (R. 45 - 50). Very fine - nearly extremely fine. (6)
$700
3122
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/Watt
(1949) (R. 45 -7). Very good - fine. (3)
$240
3123
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) to Coombs/Wilson
(1952) (R. 45 - 48). Very good - nearly very fine. (4)
$270
3124
Five pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1939) - Coombs/Wilson
(1960) (R.45, 46, 50) also ten shillings (R.17) and one pound
(R.33, 34a (2) 34b). Very good - fine. (8)

3132*
Five pounds, Coombs/ Wilson (1952) S/47 565441/2 (R. 48)
consecutive pair. Two vertical folds on each, otherwise crisp
original good extremely fine. (2)
$700
3133
Five pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/38 326693 (R. 48).
Extremely fine.
$200
3134
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/29 402284 (R.48).
Flattened of folds, slight trim, otherwise very fine.
$200

$100
3125
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/49 592296
(R.46). Good very fine / nearly very fine.
$350
3126
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/44, 76 (R. 46).
Very fine; fine. (2)
$240
3127
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) to Coombs/Wilson
(1960) (R. 46 (2), 47, 48, 49 (2), 50 (4)). Very good - very
fine. (10)
$300
3128
Five pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1941) R/74 397679
(R.46); ten pounds Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/50 861662
(R. 63); ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/28 965270
(R. 17). Very good; good very fine; good. (3)
$100
3129
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) S/16 15738 (R.47);
Coombs/Wilson (1952) S/52 100300 (R. 48). Very fine or
better. (2)
$300

3135*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), TA/22 115052, (R.49).
Flattened, virtually uncirculated.
$300
3136
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/48 758932 (R.49).
Flattened of centre fold, otherwise nearly uncirculated.
$300
3137
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/11 463539 (R.49).
Good very fine.
$100

3130
Five pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) R/90 495941, S/20
139968 (R.47); Coombs/Wilson: (1954) S/38 043873 (R.48),
(1960) TA/90 522948 (R.49). Very good - very fine. (5)
$300
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3145
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TD/09 117681 (R. 50)
last serial prefix. Very fine or better and rare.
$750
3146
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/17, TC/38, TD/00
(R. 50). Flattened of centrefold, otherwise extremely fine or
better. (3)
$150
3147
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/85 981732 (R. 50).
Flattened of centrefold, otherwise good very fine.
$80
3138*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/00 143125; TB/41
080626 (R. 49). First and last serial prefixes very good;
extremely fine. (2)
$500
3139
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/03 958373 (R.49);
(1960) TB/85 730489 (R.50). Good extremely fine; nearly
extremely fine. (2)
$140
3140
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/60 651158
(R.49), (1960) TD/07 784111 (R.50). Good very fine; good
extremely fine. (2)
$130
3141
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) TA/39 (R. 49); (1960)
TC/04, 50, 73, 82 (R. 50). Very good - very fine. (5)
$150
3142
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/49 860512/3,
consecutive pair (R.50). Uncirculated. (2)
$600
3143
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/22029262/3
(R.50) consecutive pair. Crisp, centrefolds, otherwise nearly
uncirculated. (2)
$300

3148*
Ten pounds, Cerutty/Collins (1918) 650422 W (R. 52 C).
Nearly very fine and rare, an important type note.
$70,000

3149
Ten pounds, Riddle/Heathershaw (1927) U/2 534900
(R.55). Limp, otherwise nearly fine.
$2,000

3144*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TB/41 471482; TD/09
392303 (R. 50), first and last serial prefixes. Extremely fine;
nearly uncirculated. (2)
$2,400
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3154*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/0 608855; (R. 57)
first serial prefix. Worm (?) holes on top right, otherwise
very fine.
$700

3150*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/O 646497/8 (R.57)
consecutive pair. Second has minor oil stain (2 mm x 6 mm)
near bottom left edge, both notes crisp originals, nearly
uncirculated, the first better and rare thus, this pair once
part of a larger run sold in the 1960's.
$24,000

3155
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/1 306562 (R. 57).
Minor right edge tear, repair of 1 cm. tear at top right
otherwise very good.
$150

3151*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/1 910852 (R. 57).
Flattened of vertical folds, otherwise good extremely fine.
$7,500

3156*
Ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) V/4 514503 (R.58).
Folds otherwised very fine and original, rare thus.
$1,500
3157
Ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) V/3 764410 (R. 58)
first serial prefix. Very good.
$300
3158
Ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) V/3 171363 (R. 58).
Tape repair top centre otherwise very good.
$100

3152*
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/2 473096 (R.57).
Folds and three pinholes at top, otherwise original body,
crisp very fine.
$2,000

3159
Ten pounds, Sheehan/McFarlane (1940) (R.58-62,63 (3)).
The first with edge repair otherwise very good - very fine.
(8)
$600
3160
Ten pounds, Sheehan/ McFarlane (1940) to Coombs/Watt
(1949) V/4 (R. 588) V/11 (R. 59) and V/22 (R. 60) last prefix.
Torn, fair; smoke toned at top right corner, otherwise good
very fine; very good. (3)
$270

3153
Ten pounds, Riddle/Sheehan (1934) V/2 808660 (R. 57).
Right top edge with minor repair in centre, otherwise nearly
fine.
$800
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3167
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/19 081095 (R. 60).
Good very fine.
$300
3168
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/18 613192 (R. 60).
Nearly very fine.
$500
3161*
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/9 917409 (R.59).
Centre fold, stain at top left, otherwise crisp, extremely
fine.
$1,500

3169
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/17 613409 (R. 60).
Cleaned on watermart panel, good fine.
$400
3170
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/17 298653 (R. 60).
Flattened of centrefold and corner fold, otherwise very
fine.
$250
3171
Ten pounds, Coombs/Watt (1949) V/17 881488 (R. 60).
Nearly fine.
$150

3162*
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/10 260985/7,
three consecutive notes (R.59). The first note with 4 mm.
tear in top margin, the second and third notes with margin
staining, small nick in top margin on third note, otherwise
crisp with original full body, extremely fine or better. (3)
$4,200
3172*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) V/23 615091 (R.61).
Centrefold, nearly uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$3,000

3163
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/14 359381
(R.59). Good fine.
$350
3164
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/9 658834 (R.59).
Good fine.
$300
3165
Ten Pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/11 100327
(R.59); Coombs/Watt (1949) V/18 951062 (R.60); Coombs/
Wilson (1952) V/24 689332 (R.61); (1954) WA/02 592119,
WA/17 346100 (R.62). Very good - very fine. (5)
$200

3173*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) V/24 092213 (R. 61).
Top right corner fold, centrefold minute rust spots (2), top
edge, otherwise crisp original extremely fine.
$2,500

3166
Ten pounds, Armitage/McFarlane (1943) V/11 282495
(R.58); one pound (1942) H/74 863224 (R.30a); five pounds,
Coombs/Watt (1949) S/7 422961 (R.47); ten shillings,
Coombs/Wilson (1952) B/46 358061 (R.15); ten pounds,
Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/55 839556 (R.63); five pounds
(1960) TC/88 974715; one pound (1953) HB/80 930797
(R.33); ten shillings (1954) AD/80 849434 (R.16). Good
- good fine. (8)
$200
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3174*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1952) V/24 408382 (R. 61)
last serial prefix. Nearly extremely fine and rare thus.
$1,500

3182*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/49 064807 (R.63).
Crisp, flat uncirculated.
$1,000

3175*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954), WA/19 107121 (R.62).
Flattened, virtually uncirculated.
$1,000

3183*
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/62 089911 (R.63)
last serial prefix. Crisp virtually uncirculated and rare
thus.
$3,500
3184
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/59 266258 (R. 63).
Nearly uncirculated.
$750

3176
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/26 494707/8,
consecutive pair (R.62). Flattened of centre folds, otherwise
extremely fine. (2)
$800

3185
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/50 933512 (R.63).
Good extremely fine.
$400

3177
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/02 582383 (R.62).
Nearly extremely fine.
$250

3186
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/59 735870 (R. 63).
Good extremely fine.
$400

3178
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/00 181577; WA/00
830505; WA/28 162481 (R. 62), first and last serial prefixes.
Very good (2); flattened extremely fine. (3)
$900

3187
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/30, 32, 34, 41
(R.63). Fine - nearly very fine. (4)
$200

3179
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/27 300230,
300237, 300241, 300251 (R.62). Very fine - nearly extremely
fine. (4)
$1,400

3188
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/28 427377; WA/28
669258 (R. 63) first serial prefixes. Very good; good fine.
(2)
$80

3180
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/04 938112, WA/05
412219, WA/27 665198 (R.62). Very fine - nearly extremely
fine. (3)
$1,400

3189
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) WA/47 963388 (R. 63).
Also New Zealand, Fleming one pound. Good fine. (2)
$100

3181
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1954) WA/08 435730 (R.62).
Limp paper, flattened and cleaned, otherwise very fine.
$200

3190
Ten pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) prefixes WA/29 (4), 30,
31 (2), 37 (2), 38, 40, 41 (4), 46 (2), 48, 50, 56, 57 (2), 58
(R. 63). Very good - good fine. (23)
$950
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3196*
Ten shillinhgs, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/90 58791*
(R.16s) first serial prefix. Flattened, partly cleaned, otherwise
nearly fine and rare.
$1,000

3191*
Ten shillings, Armitage/McFarlane (1942) G/95 26964*
(R.13s). Flattened, nearly very fine and very rare.
$25,000
3192
Ten shillings, Coombs/Watt (1949) A/1 17929* (R. 14 s).
Pin or wear hole, good.
$700

3197*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AE/99 35204*
(R.17s). Light folds and creases from handling, top edge cut
close in, manufacture, otherwise crisp and original, nearly
uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$8,000

3193*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/8 87195* (R.15s).
Very fine.
$1,500

3198
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1961) AG/51 05195* (R.17s)
last serial prefix. Limp, otherwise very good.
$300

3194
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1952) A/3 04517* (R.15s),
first prefix. Pin hole, limp, very good.
$1,000

3199*
One pound, Coombs/Watt (1949) 1/5 058849* (R. 31 s).
Very good.
$1,800

3195*
Ten shillings, Coombs/Wilson (1954) AC/92 56553*
(R.16s). Light paper, crease repair (?) at right edge, flattened,
otherwise good fine and rare.
$3,000
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3200*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/4 13051* (R.32s).
Flattened and limp, otherwise nearly very fine and rare
thus.
$2,750

3205*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/87 62697* (R.34bs).
Small stain, folds and creases, otherwise fine.
$750

3206*
Five pounds, Coombs/Wilson (1960) TC/10 20829* (R.50 s)
first serial prefix. Flattened, somewhat limp otherwise very
fine or better, appearance of extremely fine and rare.
$7,000

3201*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1952) W/4 71482* (R. 32 s).
Left corner edge off, pin holes otherwise very good.
$1,250
3202
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1953) HA/90 61779* (R.33s)
first serial prefix. Top edge tear repaired, otherwise nearly
fine.
$500

3207*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAD 12680* (R. 71 s).
Uncirculated.
$3,000

3203*
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/82 03634* R.34as).
Nearly very fine and rare.
$1,500
3204
One pound, Coombs/Wilson (1961) HE/87 79611* (R.34bs).
Flattened, otherwise very good.
$800

3208*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAD 85273* (R. 71 s).
Good extremely fine.
$1,500
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3209*
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAA 44243* (R . 71 s)
first serial prefix star note. Corner folds and crease otherwise
original good very fine.
$750

3213*
One dollar, phillips/Randall (1969) ZAH 20530* (R. 73 s).
Uncirculated.
$3,000

3210
One dollar, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZAB 82954* (R. 71 s).
Very good.
$200

3214*
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAH 78936* (R. 73 s)
first serial prefix. Good extremely fine.
$900
3215
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAJ 15259* (R. 73 s).
Flattened otherwise nearly very fine.
$800

3211*
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) ZAF 46928* (R. 72 s).
Uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$7,500

3216
One dollar, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZAH 77203*; ZAK
52748* (R. 73 s). Very good. (2)
$200

3217*
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFB99275* (R. 81 s).
Uncirculated.
$3,750

3212*
One dollar, Coombs/Randall (1968) ZAG 36352* (R.72s).
Very fine.
$1,750

3218
Two dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZFB 33578* (R.81s).
Fine.
$250
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3223*
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFS 61779* (R. 83 s).
Flattened of folds, otherwise nearly extremely fine.
$800

3219*
Two dollars, Coombs/ Randall (1968) ZFJ 40700* (R.82s).
Uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$7,500

3220*
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1968) ZFK 38862* (R.82s).
Crisp extremely fine and rare.
$3,500

3224*
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNA 87286* (R.202s).
Flattened of centrefold, otherwise good extremely fine and
rare.
$8,000
3225
Five dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZNB 35685* (R.202s).
Nearly fine.
$800

3221*
Two dollars, Coombs/Randall (1968) ZFK 31900* (R.82s).
Nearly very fine.
$1,500

3226*
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZNC 72476* (R.203s).
Nearly extremely fine and rare.
$4,000

3222*
Two dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZFK 89303* (R.83s).
Uncirculated.
$3,750
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3234*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 27026* (R.302s).
Nearly extremely fine and rare.
$5,000

3227*
Five dollars, Phillips/Randall (1969) ZNC 08485* (R.203 s).
Cleaned heavily on watermark panel, otherwise, crisp body,
nearly very fine and rare.
$2,750

3235*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 58590* (R.302 s).
Flattened, otherwise nearly extremely fine and rare.
$3,000

3228*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSC 51170* (R.301s).
Uncirculated.
$4,000
3229
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSB 36902* ZSC80157*
(R.301s). Nearly fine; very fine. (2)
$750
3230
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSB 45189* (R.301s).
Flattened, otherwise nearly very fine.
$370
3231
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (1966) ZSA 47968* (R.301s).
Good fine.
$400
3232
Ten dollars, Coombs/Wilson (19660 ZSB03645* (R. 301 s).
Tear of 1 cm. tear at edge (in centre), otherwise fair.
$100

3236*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSE 23421* (R.302s).
Good very fine and rare.
$3,000

3237*
Ten dollars, Phillips/Randall (1968) ZSH 63388* (R.303s).
Uncirculated and very scarce in this condition.
$6,750

3233*
Ten dollars, Coombs/Randall (1967) ZSD 47720* (R302 s).
Nearly uncirculated and rare in this condition.
$12,500
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